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 These instructions are for the replacements of the magnet holder in the CR Ramp 
Necessary tools equipment : new magnet holder, a screwdriver , a small/light Hammer, a small plastic hammer 
and a special daunting tool with marks. 
 

1 the magnet is on the right-side of the hinge. take off the 
long finishing cap carefully with a screwdriver (switch 
left/right and so on) 

 
2 Open  the profile after detaching the cap.  

 
3 The included daunting tools got 2 marks points.. 

 

• on 8 cm before the breakthrough of the old 
magnet holder 

• on 2 cm before the position of the new magnet 
holder. 

 
4 The old mounted holder with magnet to tap it until the 8 

cm mark point when the magnet is free in the profile, try to 
remove it. 
 
 
 
.  
When the canal is dirty, just a quick clean up with a small 
knife and potential with spirit so that the new magnet 
holder will fit easily. 
 

 
5 Pay attention on the’’ teeth’’ of the magnet holder to the 

left  being pointed  and that de magnet in pointing to 
above. 
 
The new magnet holder place and with a light hammer 
carefully inside tapping. 
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6 Tick The holder carefully inside, with a plastic hammer. 

 
7 Tick slowly Against the magnet holder, with a light 

hammer and the daunting tools till it is on his place 
 
 
1e brand Marks 
 
The depth is 20 mm measured from the aluminium profile  
till the magnet holder  
 
 

 
8 Replace The plastic end cap 

 

 
 
  


